It is obvious that the deuterium excess on January is higher than on August. It indicates that the source of precipitation is different among seasons, and the summer precipitation vapor has created under less kinetic condition than that of winter. Namely, the summer precipitation is isotopically more close to sea water than winter precipitation. It is interesting that Tokyo, coastal city, and Zhangye, inland China, have similar variation.
High winter d value in Japan is considered to be caused by intense evaporation from Japan Sea (Waseda and Nakai, 1983) . The existence of high d value in inland China, however, may lead to another conclusion that the vapor of continental origin is transported to Japan during winter.
There are some studies treating the water vapor transport in Monsoon Asia. For example, Yasunari and Yatagai (1995) Although the exact process of changing d value is still unknown, the most important point is that the deuterium excess reflects the process the vapor experienced. However, the processes concerned are numerous. We have to combine multiple methods, eg. satellite remote sensing, GIS, etc., to get to the real understanding of the hydrological cycle on the globe.
